Web-based enterprise portal for comprehensive BOM and product reporting

IHS CAPS+4D Enterprise Solution provides enterprise-wide access to a comprehensive database that can be merged with company data. As a result, design and component engineering, supply chain and procurement, manufacturing, and quality assurance departments can collaborate effectively on component selection, managing Bills of Materials (BOMs), and lifecycle management.

Rely on CAPS Component Data for current, complete and relevant component information.
Use IHS CAPS+4D Enterprise Solution for:
- Comprehensive BOM management and product reporting
- Lifecycle analysis
- Integrate and monitor Approved Vendor Lists (AVL) and Corporate Parts List (CPL)
- Proactively managing obsolescence

Search by Data Elements:
- Part number and/or manufacturer name
- Document
- Manufacturer information
- Keyword
- Parametric capabilities

IHS CAPS+4D Enterprise Solution Features
- Search component manufacturer websites
- Integration with third party applications such as Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) and Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) programs
- Error-tolerant search
- Keyword search
- Search corporate AVLs and CPLs
- One-click request to submit new parts requests
- Export CPL in a format easily uploaded to ERP and PLM systems

Cross References
- Direct, upgrade, downgrade, similar and/or manufacturer-suggested replacements (semiconductors)
- Direct replacements (passives, connectors and electromechanical)
- Similar replacements (passives, connectors and electromechanical)
- Mating connectors (connectors and electromechanical)

Connect Alerts
- IHS CAPS+4D Enterprise Solution issues automatic email alerts when any of your components have a change in PCN, EOL, last order date, last shipment date and manufacturer status.
- Customize which alerts to receive.
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